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Whose Oil and Who Can You Trust?
I’m here today because I am very disturbed about what is presently happening in North America.
And I feel that the public need to be aware of what is truly going on so they can make informed
decisions when purchasing hemp oil to treat themselves.
First off I want the public to know that I have no involvement with anyone who is supplying oil,
and I have never received a penny from any of them. Also at present I have no involvement with
foundations or any other organizations. The only thing I am connected with is the Phoenix Tears
website and nothing else.
Until recently I was connected with the Phoenix Tears Foundation headed up by Janet Sweeney that
is presently forming in Colorado. Janet has some top notch people like Dr. Bob Melamede involved
and I certainly think this group is truly on the up and up.
The only reason I have withdrawn from this group was because due to the situation I am currently
in, I cannot even enter the US. So for me that means there is no hands on and I really felt that I
could play no active role, so I withdrew. Also at this time it´s more than I can do to just keep up
with the emails we receive every day that come to our website.
So at the present to avoid further stress I thought it might be best to just stick with our website until
things settle down a bit.
What´s happening right now is simply this. Every Tom Dick and Harry out there it seems is
supplying hemp oil to people seeking help. But at present there is not quality control so in reality in
most cases people have no idea what they are buying.
Unfortunately for me, many suppliers are using my name and the term Phoenix Tears to sell their
substandard products and guess who gets all the complaints. The oil is everything I have told the
public it is, but it must be produced from high grade starting material and it must be done in the
proper way.
Unfortunately, a great number of suppliers at present seem to care little about the patient´s health
and well-being. So they are producing low-grade oils and supply them to the public simply so they
can fill their pockets.
Even worse still some people and groups around them are literally scamming patients out of vast
amounts of money. I don’t like to bring up people´s names but there is one such group headed by
Char Richardson in Colorado whose activities must cease.
So I feel that it is my duty to warn the public about this group, since I have received many
complaints about their business practices. I believe they call their group Phoenix Tears Plus but
there also many others who are doing the same thing.
That’s the reason I tell the public it´s best to produce your own oil at this time, until we have some
standards in place. If you produce the oil yourself, at least then you know you have the real thing
and to a dying patient, the proper oil can mean the difference between life and death.
The public must realize that all hemp is not created equal, the medicinal qualities from strain to
strain can vary a great deal so the proper strains must be used. Also low-grade strains and clippings

may produce a decent treatment for some skin conditions. But if you are trying to treat someone
with a serious condition like cancer, low-grade oils just don’t cut it, only the best will do.
These are trying times for us all, but soon things will settle down and the public will have their
medicine. It´s just a matter of time now, for there is no way for the system to put a stop to the truth
from spreading. Properly produced hemp oil is the greatest medicine on this earth, and soon hemp
will again take its rightful place in mainstream medicinal use.
Rick Simpson
August 2010
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FORBIDDEN CURE: Rick will be holding a Seminar and Discussion in Opatija, Croatia on
Saturday 4/30/2011 from 19:00 - 22:00. Rick will be discussing information that changes perception
about medical institutions and treatments. Advanced tickets are o sale now. Read more about this
one night only event and how you can help change the world.
AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE: Fighting The Damage Caused By Radiation
After the horrible earthquake in Japan, that has caused all this damage to many of the nuclear
reactors that are operating in that country, radiation is now spreading worldwide. With high levels
of radiation being released into the atmosphere on a continuous basis, it will have a devastating
effect on the lives of most living creatures. But once again if used properly high quality hemp oil
can provide a solution that will be of great help to mankind in alleviating this situation. For years I
have been telling the public, that every man woman and child on this earth, should be taking small
doses of this oil everyday to maintain good health. With all the radiation that is now entering our
atmosphere, it is basically urgent, that we now all start ingesting this oil as soon as possible to undo
the damage this radiation will cause. Through my experience with the use of this oil, I have found
that there is nothing more effective or more harmless that can reduce the damage caused by
radiation. I have seen patients that were suffering from cancer who were badly damaged by the
effects of radiation treatments, that were able to completely eliminate the damage in a short time.
Some who have come to me that had radiation treatments, were burned so badly by its effects that
their shin looked like red leather. After ingesting the oil treatment their skin went back to its normal
healthy state and the radiation burns disappeared completely. If the oil can do this for someone that
was badly damaged by such so called medical treatments, would its use not be effective to combat
the effects of the radiation, now emanating from Japan.
There are thousands of reasons why the medicinal use of the cannabis plant, should never have been
restricted in the first place. But now with the menace that all this escaping radiation presents, we
would have to be insane to turn our backs on the use of hemp extracts to help us all deal with this
situation. I truly feel sorry for the misery the people of Japan are now going through and if nothing
can be done to stop the radiation from escaping, they may loose their homeland entirely. Don’t be
fooled by government double talk, radiation is an invisible but dangerous threat to the well being of
us all and only a complete fool would try to say otherwise. The wondrous medicinal effects of
properly produced oil from the cannabis hemp plant are finally being recognized once more

worldwide. This is just one more reason, we must begin to start growing this plant on a grand scale
and it is time that we all told our governments that we have had enough of their nonsense. Our very
lives and the lives of coming generations, plus the well being of many other species are at stake and
its now up to us, to determine what future mankind is to have.
Best Wishes,
Rick Simpson
My name is Rick Simpson. I have been providing people with instructions on how to make Hemp
Oil medicines for about 8 years. The results have been nothing short of amazing. Throughout man’s
history hemp has always been known as the most medicinal plant in the world. Even with this
knowledge hemp has always been used as a political and religious football.
The current restrictions against hemp were put in place and maintained, not because hemp is evil or
harmful, but for big money to make more big money, while we suffer and die needlessly. Look at a
proposal such as this; if we were allowed to grow hemp in our back yards and cure our own
illnesses, what do you think the reaction of the pharmaceutical industry would be to such a plan?
Many large pharmaceutical companies that still exist today sold hemp based medicines in the 1800′s
and early 1900′s. They knew then what I have recently found out. Hemp oil if produced properly is
a cure-all that the pharmaceutical industry can’t patent.
Two years a go I contacted the Liberals, the Conservatives and the New Democratic Party about this
situation. I also provided them with evidence to backup what I was saying. No one lifted a finger, in
most cases I was lucky to get a reply. I contacted the R.C.M.P. along with many other organizations
and Public Interest TV shows, with little or no response.
Why are all these people trying to avoid such a simple truth? If I am in some way wrong in what I
have been saying then I invite the system to come and prove it. I would be happy to put on a public
demonstration of what this oil can do. That would answer this question for the Canadian public
once and for all. It seems unbelievable that we have a law in Canada that will not allow us to cure
our own diseases with a natural herbal remedy.
While much of the evidence for the effectiveness of Hemp is reports from patients and doctors, it is
important to realize that this reporting leads to restrictions of drugs and their withdrawal from the
market. Such was the case with doctors reporting the birth defects from Thalidomide and heart
problems with the Fen-Phen combination of drugs. Further reports led to new uses for Thalidomide
as a drug to treat leprosy rather than morning sickness. Anecdotal evidence (reports and observation
by patients or doctors) usually indicates to a doctor that a treatment or drug should be altered,
discontinued or changed.
In addition to the evidence, much research has been done and a list of a few of the researchers and
their papers or publications is here. [Penicillin was approved for use with less experience and data
than is available on the effectiveness of Hemp - only six patients].
The results of the cases can be readily replicated by any practitioner, medical or otherwise,
anywhere, to cure malignant melanomas and more importantly, save lives. The topical application
of hemp oil salves or balms helps to control or cure various skin conditions. Taken orally, the oil
tends to seek out and destroy cancer cells in the body, but as with any drug, too much can cause side
effects; most notable with hemp oil is drowsiness. Unlike opiates and their derivatives, hemp oil is
not addictive.
For those who may find it incredible that the medical establishment would ignore or even disdain
such research we remind the reader that the history of the medical establishment includes examples
of mule-like stubbornness, incompetence, mediocrity, greed, arrogance, and stupidity. Consider the
case of Dr. Ignas Semmelweis:
In 1847, Dr. Semmelweis, a respected Hungarian physician who was concerned about the high

mortality rate of women giving birth in hospital, instituted a procedure at one hospital whereby
doctors washed and disinfected their hands before delivering babies. Immediately, the mortality rate
dropped from THIRTY percent to near zero. Seven other hospitals followed suit with similar results.
The European medical establishment recognized Dr. Semmelweis’s achievement by blocking his
applications for further research funds, vilifying and ostracizing him, and, ultimately, causing him
to lose his prestigious positions at maternity hospitals. In America, the newly formed American
Medical Association added insult to injury by threatening to revoke the license of any doctor caught
washing his hands. Dr. Semmelweis was so distressed that women continued to die that he suffered
a mental breakdown that eventually led to his death in 1865.
Don’t expect a doctor working inside the system to buck the system. The risks are still too
great! The advice she or he offers you is controlled by the large medical industry that makes its
money from expensive cancer fighting drugs and treatments. It is an industry that doesn’t look
favorably on natural supplements or other cancer treatments that they cannot patent or make a large
profit from. Years from now the current conventional cancer treatments used by doctors will on the
whole be viewed in the same light that we view the old medical practice of blood letting to cure
illnesses.
Rick Simpson
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Croatia Seminar and Discussion
Posted by: Rick Simpson
Rick Simpson u Hrvatskoj,
Rick Simpson in Croatia
Opatija, April 2011.
Milenij Grand Hotel 4 opatijska cvijeta,
congress hall Orhideja,
V. C. Emina 6

FORBIDDEN CURE
Three-hour event (3h) – seminar and discussion – by Rick Simpson
Quote: “My name is Rick Simpson and I am here to expose you information about the most
medicinal plant known to man – hemp. Medical miracles are a common occurrence when using oil
derived from this specific medicinal plant”
Rick Simpson marks 8 years of his miraculous discovery, disclosure and spread of information
concerning the miraculous cure in the form of oil that is obtained from hemp plant – oil that cures
almost all serious diseases like cancer, lymphoma, sarcoma, leukemia, Crohn’s disease,
osteoporosis, arthritis, asthma, multiple sclerosis, ulcers , burns, psoriasis, AIDS, diabetes,
depression, hemorrhoids, blood and eye pressure, regulation of body weight, chronic pain, migraine,
mutated cells (polyps, warts, tumors), insomnia, scars …

Having cured himself of metastatic skin cancer 8 years ago, and subsequently many others from all
over the spectrum of various serious and incurable illnesses, Rick has devoted his time to further
research the oil, expanding public awareness and seeking the truth …
He wanted to share his invention with the rest of the world, however, was met with incredible
resistance and lack of understanding by the authorities responsible for advocating for the welfare of
people. These are various organs such as the pharmaceutical companies, government agencies for
health, and UN offices.
Since then, Rick tries to reach as many people around the world via the Internet, various radio and
television interviews and newspaper articles, so that people know their options and find out what is
really happening – why is that medicine not available to everyone?
Also, Rick has held well-attended events throughout Europe, that is, in his words: “The best mean
of informing the public, the place where I can directly reach the people.” Rick continues his
beneficial mission of informing the public and so …
… For the first time in Croatia Rick Simpson is presenting in a three-hour event (seminar and
discussion) information and knowledge gained from his 8 years of research and experience, under
the organizer – the Spirit association from Rijeka.
After the Rick Simpson speech, the perception of health care and treatments that it offers, will be
forever changed, and for the greatest skeptics, at least a bit, just to start looking the other side. In
addition, you’ll be able to hear and find out direct from the cureall inventor, everything about the
cure and its miraculous effects without any sideffects – a cure that cures almost all serious illness
within 3 months. You’ll find out why is this cure not available in circulation around pharmacies,
you’ll find out about cure history and treatments, how is it used today and what can be done. Also,
you’ll find out about the use of hemp in a variety of industrial purposes, and many other important
information … information that is fascinating in every respect. What is most important, for about an
hour you will have the opportunity to personally ask what interests you about the information that
you will hear on the speech!
This event takes the motto: “Knowledge for all people” and the aim is to broaden horizons and
awaken attitudes, to encourage more people to think carefully about the drugs they are using daily,
drug effects and health care in general. Based on the extremely important information that you will
find out on the event, and your future personal research on the topic, you will maybe stop blindly
accept what we call “law ” of health care institutions, and then we can work together to change it…
The seminar will take place in Opatija, in the Milenij Grand hotel 4 opatijska cvijeta, in the
congress hall Orhideja.
Tickets will be sold in the original language – English, and with simultaneous translation. You can
buy tickets on: www.ticketpro.hr and all the other TicketPro offices throughout Croatia.
Additionally, you can buy ticket in caffe bars in city of Rijeka: Phanas Pub, Pommery Bar, Code
Bar, Tunel Bar
Ticket price in original language – English: 60kn
Ticket price with simultaneous translation in Croatian: 80kn
In agreement with Rick, and because of the importance to inform the public, ticket prices will be
reduced to a minimum, so that they could well cover the costs of the organization, hall and
equipment.
If excess funds come out, it will be donated to Mr. Rick Simpson, so that he can successfully
continue with his mission. All information that will be presented is for educational purposes only.
More info on www.speechevents.com.
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